NEP (= GPP - Ra - Rh) captures all
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changes in ecosystem carbon that result
from the balance of physiological processes of plants and microbes. Being
more variable, respiration rather than
assimilation determines the net budget
(11). NEP can be detected as changes
in biomass, litter, and
soil organic carbon (12)
I in the absence of fire
and harvest and is thus
not exclusively associated with changes in the
passive carbon pool. In
forest ecosystems, most
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Kyoto
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global carboncycle is characterized by largenaturalfluxes into and
out of oceans and terrestrialvegetation. These fluxes result in a small net
sink (meaning that carbon is absorbed
from the atmosphere into land and
oceans), which partly compensates the
anthropogenicfossil fuel emissions that
are the main carbonsource for the atmospheretoday (1, 2). In view of the likely
climatic effects of increasing CO2 concentrations,the Kyotoprotocolwas negotiatedwith the aim of reducingfossil fuel
emissions. The protocol also suggests
that management of natural terrestrial
carbonsinks, primarilyafforestationand
reforestation at a global scale, can increase sink strengthand thus reduce atmosphericCO2.In the following, we discuss problemsassociatedwith the definition of carbon sinks and analyze consequences of fire and harvestin relationto
forest stand age. In contrastto the sink
managementproposedin the Kyoto protocol, which favors young forest stands,
we arguethatpreservationof naturaloldgrowth forests may have a larger effect
on the carboncycle thanpromotionof regrowth.
The Kyoto protocol evoked an unprecedentedeffort in biogeochemicalsciences. As nationswere askedto verify the
anthropogeniccontributionto the terrestrial carbon sink at scales ranging from
plots to continents, large uncertainties
emerged.Continental-scalecarbonfluxes
estimated from forest inventories, eddy
flux measurements,and atmosphericinverse model studies led to conflictingresults when comparedfor the same region.
For example, sink estimates range between 0.2 and 1.3 gigatons per year
(Gt/year)for the continentalUnitedStates
(3, 4), between 0.01 and 1.3 Gt/yearfor
Siberia (5, 6), and between 0.2 and 0.4
Gt/year for Europe (7, 8). These uncertaintiesarise fromthe fact thatthe different methods measuredifferent fluxes of
the terrestrial carbon cycle at different
temporalandspatialscales.
The carboncycle can be classified into
the following fluxes (see the first figure)
(9): gross primaryproduction(GPP;carThe
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carbon is stored in inter-

mediate pools containing materials like wood,
litter, or partially decomposed organic matter that range in their
degree of chemical re-

duction somewhere between newly assimilated

sugars and almost inert
black carbon. All these
materials potentially
support future respira-

Schematic representation of the terrestrial cairboncycle. Ar- tion and may be prerows indicatefluxes;boxes indicate pools.The siize of the boxes served or activated by
ecosys- external forcing affectrepresentsdifferencesin carbondistributionin te rrestrial
tems. CWD,coarsewoody debris;Rh,heterotrophicrespiration
by ing the physiological
balance and therefore
soil organisms;PS,photosynthesis.
NEP. This can result
bon assimilationby photosynthesisignor- from short-termclimatic fluctuationsor
net primaryproduc- from long-lastingeffects of disturbances
ing photorespiration),
tion (NPP; the fractionof GPP resulting that redistributecarbonbetweenpools of
in growth when plant respiration,Ra, is different turnover times, for example,
taken into account), net ecosystem pro- converting living into dead biomass or
duction(NEP;takingthe annualbudgetof transfersoil carbonfrom the passive inheterotrophicrespiration of soil organ- to the active pool.
In NBP, fire and harvestreturncarbon
isms, Rh, into account), and net biome
production[NBP; taking nonrespiratory to the atmosphereor exportcarboninstanlosses such as fire and harvest into ac- taneously.Thesepulse-likeeventsoverride
count (10)].
a short-termbalance.Groundfire or thinDefinitions of these carbonfluxes are ning operationsmay export a fractionof
based on annualbudgets. This is conve- the living biomass or the organic layer,
fires or a full harnient for GPP and NPP, which are input whereasstand-replacing
fluxes that are well-defined at an annual vest may reset the vegetationto an early
scale. But the terrestrialcarboncycle is a stageof succession.
Annual NEP and NBP budgets thus
highly dynamicsystem. Especiallyat the
decompositionside of the cycle, thereare representa sum of many disparatepools
intermediate pools that differ in their of the carboncycle, and interpretationof
turnovertime and "shortcuts"where car- measured flux rates is difficult. It apbon may return to the atmosphere at a pears that only large-scale inventory
pools turnover studies that include not only biomass but
higherpace. Carbohydrate
on a dailybasis, leavesmay stay for sever- also coarse wood debris and the organic
al seasons, living wood and soil organic layercan capturethe stochasticeffects of
mattermay persist for millenniadepend- disturbance(13), and it remains unclear
ing on species andenvironment(for exam- why inventorystudies result in lower esple, more than4000 years in the wood of timates of the terrestrial sink than inBristleconePine),and fire may returncar- verse models.
albon to the atmosphereinstantaneously,
Consider,for example, the changes in
though it also produces long-lived black carbon pools of a boreal pine forest of
carbon.
Siberia following a stand-replacingfire
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(see the figure on this page). The total
carbon pool of a stand decreases in young
stands because decomposition of dead
biomass from the previous forest generation results in respiration that is higher
than the NPP of the regrowth. In a boreal
forest, it takes decades for NPP to exceed Rh. The carbon pool then increases
rapidly until canopy closure. In contradiction to the ecological equilibrium
paradigm, the total carbon pool continues to increase even in old stands. In boreal forest, this trend of carbon accumulation is interrupted by repeated ground

fire (in managed forests by thinning),
which results in a "sawtooth"-type time
response (see the top panel in the figure
on this page).
Long-term changes in carbon stocks at
plot scale generally ignore the main carbon
loss that takes place with stand-replacing
fires (or final harvest). How long it takes
to equilibrate this loss depends on the initial amount of carbon exported by fire or
harvest. A fire in a young stand (or a harvest of a fast rotation forest) will export
less carbon and can be equilibrated faster
than a fire in an old stand or the harvesting of long rotation
managed forest. Under constant condiE
tions of resource sup0
ply and climate, it
will take about the
-0
same amount of time
O
to replace the exported biomass as it took
0
to
grow it (see inset
E
in top panel in the
figure on this page).
There is thus no difference between short
and long rotations,
except that old stands
allow more carbon to
enter a permanent
carbon pool. This is
because the permaE
nent turnoverof leaves
and roots will cono
tribute to the active
x
and persistent pool of
soil organic matter,
and depending on
o00
(U
age, ground fires will
C)r
contribute to the formation of black carbon, so that with each
200
rotation (by full harStand age (years)
vest or stand-replacAge matters. Changesof total ecosystem carbon (top) and of NPP, ing fire), soil organic
NEP,and NBPfluxes (bottom) with stand age in Siberianpine stands. matter and black carThe sequence starts and ends with a stand-replacingfire.The "saw- bon are accumulated.
tooth" dents in total ecosystem carbonresult from repeatedsurface The fraction set aside
fires. Downwardarrowsindicate carbonlosses caused by these fires. in this
way increases
The stands accumulatecarbonbetween firesat a rate indicatedby the
with rotation length.
upwardslope of the "dents,"which representsNEP.The slope of the
dashedline indicatesthe short-termNBP,includingfire losses.Thecar- Monitoring Kyoto
bon loss decreasesinitiallybecausethe respiratorylosses causedby de- forest plots over short
of time will
compositionof coarsewood debrisleft overfromthe preceedingforest periods
tend
to
overestimate
generationare higherthan the carbonuptakeof the young regrowing
forest. Inset in top panel:Timeto equilibratecarbonexport by fire or carbon storage.
harvestin relationto the life-spanof the forest stand (stand-replacing Two major quesfire cycle or rotationperiod).Underconstant conditions,the time re- tions emerge: Is an
quiredto equilibratecarbonexportsshouldbe equalto the rotationpe- equilibrium of asriod(1:1 line).However,with increasinglife-spanof the stand,propor- similation and restionallymore carboncan be transferredinto a permanentpool of soil piration at the plot
carbon(passivesoil organicmatteror blackcarbon).Therefore,the time or landscape scale
for equilibrationdecreases with increasingrotation length, because possible? And are
morecarbonis generatedthat cannotbe exported.Datafrom(15).
forested landscapes
www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL289

different in their sink capacity depending on whether they have old-growth
forest or young fast rotating stands (not
taking into account the large carbon loss
caused by the reduction of the landscape
carbon pool associated with a shortening of the rotation length)?
These questions cannot be answered
with certainty yet, but an increasing
number of process studies indicate that
terrestrial forest ecosystems do not reach
an equilibrium of assimilation and respiration and act as net carbon sinks until
high ages (14). We believe that this is because the carbon cycle of forests is driven by the turnover of leaves and roots,
which will continue to contribute to a
stable part of soil organic carbon unless
disturbed by harvest or fire. We also hypothesize that the accumulation of carbon in a permanent pool increases exponentially with stand age, because time
without disturbance is required to channel carbon through its cycle into a nonactive pool of soil organic carbon and the
production of black carbon depends on
biomass.
These arguments indicate that replacing unmanaged old-growth forest by
young Kyoto stands, for example, as
part of a Clean Development Mechanism or during harvest of previously unmanaged old-growth forest stands as
part of forest management (the latter
does not gain credits under the Kyoto
protocol), will lead to massive carbon
losses to the atmosphere mainly by replacing a large pool with a minute pool
of regrowth and by reducing the flux into a permanent pool of soil organic matter. Both effects may override the anticipated aim, namely to increase the terrestrial sink capacity by afforestation and
reforestation.
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